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RESULTS MEETING: PRESENTATION OF THE FINANCIAL RESULTS OF KGHM POLSKA 

MIEDŹ S.A. GROUP COVERING THE 1ST QUARTER OF 2018. 

 

TOMASZ POŹNIAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS: Good afternoon, 

ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the conference dedicated to reporting the results of 

the KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. Group in the 1st quarter of 2018. I am happy to see such a 

large group. Today, the presentation will be given by the Vice President responsible for 

finance and international assets - Stefan Świątkowski. 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND INTERNATIONAL ASSETS): Let 

us start with the presentation, as usual. According to our presentation's agenda, we will 

begin with a general overview, followed by economic results of the Group and as usual, in 

the end, there will be a summary. 

Payable copper production dropped as compared to the 1st quarter of 2017 by 12%. The 

main reason is the fact that we are now concentrating our efforts on managing and using 

up our own concentrate, which is now stored as an inventory at the smelters - this is one 

reason. The other reason, which is even more important, presented on the slide, is 

KGHM’s preparation for the renovation of the Głogów II Copper Smelter, meaning the “old 

flash furnace,” a maintenance shutdown that was, in fact, a little bit postponed. According 

to the standard, it should be done every 4 years. As a consequence of the delay of Głogów 

I, we decided to wait until the fifth year. The renovation will start according to plan, i.e. on 

the 8th of April, and it is scheduled to take about 3 months. Preparing for the renovation, 

we produced slightly less of the final product, cathode, and have built a solid stock of 

anodes. The utilization of own concentrates, which is in line with the general plan for 2018, 

was caused by our attempt to optimize the cash flows as much as possible. We could have 

produced more copper if we had used up more purchased (third party) concentrates, 

which have a higher copper content than the ones we have on stock, but it would not be 

very rational from the cash flows point of view. The rest is a consequence of the lower 

revenues.  

We recorded a growth of the copper price in US dollar, a slight downturn of silver prices 

and a significant change of the FX rate. From the perspective of our results, the FX change 

has a stronger impact than the change of the copper price in USD. Under one of the 

bullets, we have highlighted the situation of the negotiations with the employees in South 

America, in particular, in Chile. It is the year in which employees’ contracts are renewed in 

Chile. In Chile, we have this 3-year long period and as a result employment contracts must 

be renewed. All mines are in fact preparing or negotiating right now. The law in Chile is 

not exactly pro-employee, but definitely pro-union. It leads to a situation that if the 

employer negotiates with the unions any benefits for the union members, consent must 

be obtained from the unions to expand the scope of benefits and cover the rest of the 
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employees. These negotiations promise to be difficult. I don’t know if it is just our situation 

that is difficult but because it is happening across the whole Chilean jurisdiction, the 

market knows that something may happen. 

As far as production in Poland is concerned, we expect a return to the higher levels in the 

second half of the year, after the completed renovation of the Głogów II Copper Smelter, 

which will be taking place in the second quarter. With regard to our other assets, the 

Robinson mine is performing better than we expected. At the end of 2016, we had 

turbulent discussions in KGHM about whether to offer Robinson a chance or not, whether 

to push back again to extend the life of the mine by another 3 years or maybe more. The 

decision was to keep Robinson in operation, to push back, invest in stripping or shut it up 

for some time. The decision to keep Robinson alive was good. It is a sort of energetic 

centenarian. The mine is very old but works very well and performs better than expected. 

The decision made back in 2016, taken at a time when prices kept fluctuating and making 

any assumptions on a long-term price was difficult because everything was happening 

very fast, proved right, Robinson brings it.  

Whereas Sierra Gorda is going through a worse quality ore and it applies to copper and 

molybdenum content. With regard to molybdenum content, it decreased significantly 

from 0.11% down to 0.05%. It was successfully compensated, reimbursed with much 

higher molybdenum output. Copper output was really good already, so there was no such 

jump there. However, we failed to be able to compensate lower content of copper in the 

ore by a better use of assets, a smaller number of breakdowns, higher efficiency and 

longer time of asset activity. Hence, a copper downturn. We expect that in Sierra Gorda 

we will reach the ore with higher metal content and therefore are working very hard on 

the maintenance. 

With regard to C1 cost, the growth in Poland is only a consequence of the US dollar. C1 

cost is measured in USD and when the US dollar is stronger vs. the Polish zloty, it is 

impossible to make up for 16% of the strengthening of the US dollar vs. the Polish zloty. 

In KGHM International, the Robinson mine is operating a bit differently, hence the 

decreasing C1 cost. In Sierra Gorda the C1 cost is decreasing but the quarterly fluctuations 

of C1 cost in Sierra Gorda are not meaningful. This is where one transport of molybdenum 

can shift from quarter to quarter and thus the next quarter can have a much better 

outlook than the previous one. Decreased C1 cost resulting from the by-products was 

measured based on sales. Production is more or less steady, though whether the sale is 

to be included in one quarter or the other quarter, it all depends a bit on the customer, a 

bit on the conditions, including weather; therefore the perception of Sierra Gorda should 

be a longer-term perception than just quarter on quarter. 

Revenues decreased mainly due to changed sales volume. Partially, it was offset by the 

changed quotations, the changed rate had a stronger effect than the changed quotation 
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in the discussed period. With regard to operational results, let's start with the change of 

revenues in order to get to EBITDA. The change of costs is somewhat connected with the 

change of revenues. Those things that we are unable to sell are not tax deductible. In fact, 

EBITDA was more affected by the change of revenues, i.e. decreased sales. 

The financial result is a consequence of changed revenues, changed EBITDA and hence, 

the financial result changes. The rest has worked slightly favorably, meaning foreign 

exchange gains/losses, moderately lower CIT, though it all failed to make up for the 

revenue.  

Now let's move to the slide about inventory changes. Operating cash flow was so high that 

we were able to fund our investments with quite a wide margin. However, looking at the 

two columns in the middle, net cash generated from operating activities and acquisition 

of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets, hence the investments; we 

generated more operational flows than we spent on investments. Everything was “eaten” 

by the increased inventories; i.e. the change of working capital - inventories are the main 

factor here. Therefore, we had to take a loan. 

The slide about inventories illustrates the history of our inventories and it corresponds 

with what was shown in the cash flows. The upper part shows inventories of copper 

concentrate, the bottom shows copper inventories stored in smelters. Let’s have a look at 

the upper part of the slide, we can see copper inventories in smelters applicable to 

individual quarters, the remaining inventory at the concentrators is stable. What has 

changed, what has happened in the smelters, particularly at the Głogów Copper Smelter, 

which stores the biggest amount of inventory? Since the 3rd quarter 2016, concentrate 

inventory has increased because at that time we were switching from the old furnace to 

the new flash furnace in the Głogów I Copper Smelter, which means that there was a  

3 month-long shutdown. Later, the concentrate inventory failed to decrease because of 

the process of learning how the furnace works. If we were to feed poor concentrate or a 

concentrate with high carbon content into the furnace right away, without knowing 

precisely what its capacities are; therefore, we preferred to use this furnace for better 

quality concentrates for production purposes. It also overlapped with the fact that the 

roaster failed to be launched on time. At the end of 2017, our recovery boiler failed and 

this failure led to a shutdown and again, the increase of concentrate inventory. As you can 

see, in the 1st quarter of 2018, we were able to reduce the inventory slightly. The bottom 

drawing illustrates anode inventories. Preparation for the renovation is directly correlated 

with anode inventory. Preparation for the renovation - inventories increase, renovation - 

they decrease. It was clearly visible in the 2nd quarter of 2016 when before the 3rd 

quarter, anode inventories were built in order to maintain refining on more or less a 

standard level and the same thing happened in the 1st quarter of 2018, i.e. preparation 

for the renovation that is taking place right now. We expect that this quarter the anodes 
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will be consumed, the furnace is on shutdown, which means that anode production is 

lower, while the refining process is going on. We will offset it a bit by selling inventories. 

Debt, I have already mentioned the increase in debt. This debt has been clearly affected 

by the exchange rates fluctuations, changes of the USD vs. PLN rate. 

But before I go into the summary, I'd like to mention that the information about the 

accident that took place last night in Sierra Gorda (it was the second fatal accident in the 

history of Sierra Gorda) has raised some concerns. This accident happened to an 

employee of our contractor, the company Finning, which is responsible for operating the 

Komatsu machinery. During the modernization of one of the large diggers, during removal 

of a part connected with hydraulic motors, an employee was removing the cylinder, which 

left the machine with such force that it hit him in the face. The employee died after a short 

while. It was not a general mining accident, it was not a blast or belt conveyor’s failure, or 

a landslide or caving. It was an incident. We still awaiting findings to say whether it was 

connected with failure to meet the procedures or an error or simple bad luck. It will be 

checked. According to the standard procedure in Chile, after a fatal accident, operations 

are halted for 24 hours. So this is what more or less happened. We received the consent 

to restart operating our mine after 20 hours. The accident happened at 1 AM local time, 

which means that we were able to restart the mine at 9 PM, except for the part in which 

the officials and the police carried out their operations. We are also checking what has 

happened there. That would conclude the discussion on the accident, a very bad thing 

happened, a very sad thing; though it wasn’t a general mining accident but an incident. 

Now, let's move on to the recap. 

The recap covers our main tasks and how and in what capacity the main tasks are 

completed. 

The productivity of the new flash furnace at the Głogów I Copper Smelter on a year-on-

year basis continues to rise, it was around 3 percentage points. It is not radical growth. It 

is connected with the second task, meaning the launching of an installation for roasting 

copper concentrate, eliminating carbon and sulfur from copper concentrate before the 

concentrate is fed into the furnace. It was planned to take place at the end of the year. We 

want to use our concentrates to a maximum extent simply because it is more profitable. 

We are creating concentrate mixtures to maximize the use of our concentrate. 

The next task will involve managing copper concentrate. Copper concentrate sales are 

planned - over 20 thousand tonnes of copper in concentrate, the process has already 

started. It is a process that has been spread over time because we are talking about 120 

or 130 tonnes of concentrate. We made this decision because in a short time horizon we 

have too much concentrate. It is not a strategic thought to start selling the concentrate. 

From a long-term perspective, our processing capacities are higher in the 
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smelters/refineries than in the mines. We decided that 20 thousand tonnes of copper 

concentrate will be the right level of sale to be finalized this year. 

Increased daily processing output in Sierra Gorda from 110 thousand tonnes to 130 

thousand tonnes in 2019. The project is underway right now, some orders have been 

already made, some things are not just considered but planned very precisely, almost 

ordered, purchased. The second task in Sierra Gorda is maintenance. Our former head of 

metallurgists went there, he was the head of the concentrators. One of the objectives is 

to avoid breaks and increase the effective operation time of machines. 

In Poland, we focus on expanding mining infrastructure. This year, we have got 

concentrate inventory and therefore decided to do something that was postponed for 

years, i.e. intensify mine development work in the barren rock zones. Usually, 

development work was a significant percentage of ore mining or production. In this case, 

the share of development work in ore production was lower because we now have to pass 

through the barren rock zones in order to reach the ore-rich zones. And it is underway 

right now. 

Another issue, Żelazny Most, is a very important subject that has been a challenge for the 

company for quite some time. We have already been on a critical path with this project. I 

mean the date of using the Southern Quarter, i.e. the expanded part of the reservoir. We 

were able to sign the contract for completion of the first stage (a large contract). I can 

assure you, there will not be any standard Capex exceeding, the situation may be even 

better. We were able to do as much work as possible as far as tree cutting is concerned, 

well it was crucial to do it before the birds’ breeding season. Because there were 

hurricanes in northern Poland, it turned out that all companies are busy there and are 

unable to cut our trees. We successfully managed to reach an agreement with a group of 

contractors that do this sort of work and we managed to do it on time. Żelazny Most is 

still far from being ready but what has been planned so far, was completed and the work 

was done quite well in terms of costs. 

With regard to the Reverberatory-Casting-Refining furnace, documentation was 

completed. There will be a small delay. It should be launched this year and it should be 

within budget. The time-limit was exceeded as a consequence of the necessity to enlarge 

or strengthen planned foundations. Redesigning took some time but did not affect the 

budget.  

TOMASZ POŹNIAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS: Thank you Vice 

President and now ladies and gentlemen it's time for questions. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: Good afternoon, I wanted to ask about 

the renovation of Głogów II, it was scheduled to take 3 months, starting in April, and I 

suspect that there will be an impact and my question is connected with the reduction of 
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inventories, what is the level that should be expected at the end of 2018 and possibly, 

what is the perspective of going down with the inventories? The second question is 

connected with the expansion of mining infrastructure, i.e. mine development work, how 

is it proceeding and when will the potential mining production return to the normal levels? 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): With regard 

to the renovation of Głogów II, it is proceeding according to schedule, maybe even better, 

I can’t see any possibility for delays; hence the impact on the 3rd quarter will not be huge. 

The furnace ramp-up will take 2 weeks, so we should not be affected by it in the 3rd 

quarter. As far as inventories are concerned, we are not publishing forecasts.  

TOMASZ POŹNIAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS: During the yearly 

conference, it was said that it is planned to go down with the redundant inventory by the 

end of 2019. This year, a higher sales of copper concentrate is planned. While in 2019, it 

is scheduled to include the roaster, in the 4th quarter the launch and a production-related 

decrease of concentrate. 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): As to 

returning to a higher level of mining production, it should happen next year but this will 

not be a revelation. We are working with more and more difficult deposits, places and it 

is slightly offset by our transfer to Deep Głogów, where the content is higher; 

nevertheless, this move to complete mine development work has been forced to a great 

extent by the fact that there was nowhere to dig anymore. The number of mining fields 

with potential to mine ore decreased and in order to open the new ones, which is 

necessary, in order to increase the level of mined ore, we had to break through. Fields are 

depleting. And yes, it will affect at least the maintenance or improvement of the level of 

the mined ore but ore production will not suddenly jump up. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: Have those actions been scheduled for 

2019 or maybe even 2018? 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): In 2018, we 

should break through the barren rock zones and in 2019 we should be able to have the 

effect. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: And I would automatically like to ask an 

additional question about Sierra Gorda, if and when will you move into ore with higher 

copper content? 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): The peak 

content of copper is estimated to be reached around 2021/2022. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: What about molybdenum? 
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STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): The 

molybdenum situation is that there will be one more moment of higher content, 

connected with a certain fragment landslide, wall breaking in the area of the high content 

of molybdenum. We must circumvent it. It may take six months or three quarters to reach 

the higher content but in general, molybdenum content is decreasing. 3 years and we will 

reach the level of 0.01%-0.02%, i.e. 3 or 4 or maybe 5 years. Though the direction is quite 

straightforward when it comes to molybdenum. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: You have mentioned difficult 

negotiations, I wanted to inquire about the employment cost and to what percentage of 

sales cost it corresponds and what is the potential outlook on the request for salary rise 

made by the unions? 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): I don’t 

remember what is the percentage of employment cost in the sales cost. It should be 

further analyzed, there are many subcontractors. In order to think about employment 

cost, one needs to think about external services. I am unable to say how much it is. There 

will an impact of some sort. The biggest one happens every 3 years because this is their 

practice of signing with the employees the so-called sign-on bonus, which translates to: 

you have worked for us for 3 years, so you get a bonus. With regard to rases, I cannot 

speak about it because we are negotiating right now, it would be a dramatic move if I were 

to say anything. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: Is it 5 or 20, any range? 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): I don’t 

remember. 

TOMASZ POŹNIAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS: I follow all news 

about the negotiations because as far as we can remember, we have several million 

tonnes of copper under negotiation in Chile this year. 4 million in Chile, 7 million around 

the world. These are the amounts affected by our negotiations with the unions. While still 

in the process of negotiations, no mine, no company said anything about it, anything 

about the potential result to be expected. So please forgive us but we will follow the trend. 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): This is how 

it is, they really read about us. 

MARCIN STEBAKOW, VESTOR DOM MAKLERSKI: For the time being, thank you.  

PAWEŁ WIEPRZOWSKI, WOOD & COMPANY: Hello. My first question concerns the news 

from 2 days ago. Can you definitely confirm that you will not be participating in financing 

nuclear power plant? My other question is about the guidance for the costs in the second 

half of the year and the production in Poland and abroad this year. Thank you. 
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STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): Now, as far 

as the news from 2 days ago is concerned, it would be hard for me to confirm Minister's 

statement, it would not be tactful. We appreciate and we are happy to see that there is an 

understanding on the ministry's level that we have our own investment programs and 

that such nuclear power plant is not exactly in synergy with us. I understand that KGHM's 

situation is understood and we are happy about it. 

TOMASZ POŹNIAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS: As for the short-term 

guidance for the quarter or the next quarter, we never announced it and it will not change 

during today's conference.  As for the year-long objectives, we are following the direction 

discussed in March, during 2017 summary conference. The 1st quarter is in line with our 

assumptions, our yearly objectives will be consistent with what was highlighted in March. 

The Board and the Supervisory Board have reached the final stage of the discussion on 

the objectives and we expect that they will be definitely approved in the near future and 

we will go out to the market with a report of budget objectives for the whole year and will 

officially confirm what was initially highlighted, what may happen this year, in March. 

JAKUB SZKOPEK, MBANK - As far as the dividend policy is concerned, do you know anything about 

it, will you be continuing dividend payments, are there any news about what sort of dividend can be 

expected? 

STEFAN ŚWIĄTKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT (FINANCE AND FOREIGN ASSETS): I have 

nothing to say about it because the Board did not approve the recommendation, nor did the 

Supervisory Board, so the decisions are still ahead of us. 

TOMASZ POŹNIAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS: It seems that 32 

minutes passed and everything is clear. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, and see you in 

August, at a conference dedicated to our recap of results after six months. Goodbye. 


